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Stopping the Flow
And the Desert Shall Blossom

By Phyllis Barber
University of Utah Press, 1991, 281 pages, $23.95

Reviewed by Levi S. Peterson.

Phyllis Barber once told me she didn’t
want the label of a Mormon wnter. I hope she
has now resigned herself to that label. Her
recent book of short stories, The School of
Love, also pubhshed by the University of
Utah Press, has Mormon material in It. And
now Barber has written a novel in which the
Mormon flavor is distinct.

This novel is also western. If anything, it
is more western than Mormon. Some writers
are ashamed to be considered western. Liter-
ary fashion, like other kinds of fashion, has
its geographic centers, and those centers
aren’t in the mountain West. That doesn’t
matter. Good writing is irrepressible and has
a way of appearing in unauthorized places.
Phyllis Barber is among the good wnters of
the world. Her book is excellent fiction. I’m
glad she wrote it, and I’m glad the University
of Utah Press published it.

I’m impressed by Barber’s handling of the
conventions of the novel. In this book, style
is functional and unobtrusive, yet scented
with emotion. Description is sharp, clean,
and poetic, and dialogue nngs true to the
cadences of actual speech. A flexible action
allows for an amicable, illuminating succes-
sion of past and present. Point of view is
omniscient, with emphasis upon maj or char-
acters and a reappearing narrator possessed
of a close-to-mystical sensibility.

The action of this novel has a dual inter-
est. It is concerned in part wtth the construc-
tion of the Hoover Dam and in part with a
family--a husband and wife and their chil-
dren-who work out their unhappy destiny
amid the heroic, collective activity by which
the dam is built. The husband and wife are
Alf and Esther Jensen, Mormons from Utah

who arrive at the dam site on the Colorado
River in the baking heat of the summer of
1931. Though Alf and Esther have been mar-
ned twenty years, their relationship is tenu-
ous and undefined. Alf has been unable to
keep a job, and they have moved from town
to town and ended up more than once living
with Esther’s parents. Now Alf has employ-
ment in the company store, and for one of
the few times in the history of the family, they
enjoy economic stability. Unluckily, their re-
lationship evolves in a painful direction. The
natural and social forces set in motion by the
conflict between a recalcitrant river and the
human beings who intend to dam it energize
Alf. Those same forces all but annihilate Es-
ther. It is as if Alf represents the human will
to dominate nature and Esther the human
cost of dominating rather than cooperating
with it.

Barber treats the construction of the dam
with such detailed accuracy that her novel
belongs to the genre of h~storical fiction, in
which actual and imagined personalities
from a past era realistically interact. This is
the history she recounts: a coalition of west-
ern firms called the Six Companies secure
the contract, hire thousands of workers, bull-
doze roads, scale cliffs, create a c~ty in the
desert, drill diversion tunnels through solid
rock, establish an on-site plant for producing
concrete, pour the dam ~n successive layers
of concrete five feet deep, and finally, some
four years after beginning, convoke the pres-
ident of the United States for the dedication
of the finished structure. Their antagonist is
nature. The hot, dusty desert which sur-
rounds them is not benign. Potable water
must be transported from far away. Roads

and working spaces must be laboriously
blasted from cliffs. Workers die from heat
exhaustion, engines burn out, trucks plunge
over cliffs. Above all, the river is an enemy.
For Barber, the Colorado is a living, organic
unity, as are the humans who impound ~ts
natural flow.

Like Achilles and Hector, the river and the
dam builders are worthy opponents. At one
moment, the river unpredictably rises 46 feet
within a few hours, flushing away men, ma-
chines, and construction. This flood contrib-
utes to the growing solidarity of not only the
dam builders but their dependents and all
other onlookers as well. "The teeth in the
cogs of each part were biting into the bigger
gears, transforming the project into some-
thing much larger than anyone had ever wit-
nessed. S~x Companies became We. Theirs
became Ours, and a common front faced off
w~th The R~ver" (154).

As I say, the heroic endeavor of building
the dam affects Alf and Esther Jensen ~n
different ways. For All it offers a new lease on
life. To him, the very air of the construction
site is alive with opportunity. In this frontier-
like environment he can slough off his un-
wanted Mormon inhibitions. He buys
company scrip at a discount, redeems it at
face value, and lends petty money at a high
rate of interest. He buys an expensive suit
and a new car. He drinks bootleg liquor and
makes a mistress of the widow of a neighbor
who is accidentally killed at the dam. He
absents himself from home at every opportu-
nity, avoiding at all cost his wife’s suffering,
accusing eyes.

For Esther, the primitive desert and a
society composed of a jostling mtxture of
races and customs prove unsettling in the
extreme. She is poorly prepared for this
place. Her body is severely scarred because
her dress caught fire when she was a httle
girl, and desert heat therefore afflicts both
her body and spirit beyond the ordinary. She
is compulsive about her Mormon way of
worshipping God. She feels obliged to ad-
here to a punctilious list of commandments,
and faults her husband and eldest son for
failing to do the same. She loves her little
daughters but is herself so needy that she
seems only marginally adequate in caring for
them. During the summer she often retreats
to her bed in a state of torpor; m the vctnter,
she wanders the streets of the company town
in lethargic indirection. Even in her most
energetic moments she feels herself a failure.
At one ~nsp~red moment, she enlists other
women into a committee for procunng a
schoolhouse from the Six Companies How-
ever, in the presence of an official, her words
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fail, and one of the women whom she has
enlisted speaks up. It is this woman who
receives the recognition for the success of
their project.

Near the end of the novel Esther has a
breakdown. It is New Year’s Day, 1933. Alf
has momentarily repented of his neglect of
his family and has taken them on a picnic to
a viewpoint overlooking the construction
site, a gesture which seems only to intensify
Esther’s resentment. Minor incidents involv-
ing the children quickly evoke an exchange
of harsh words between Esther and All, and
suddenly Esther attacks All with flailing
hands and pinching fingers and he grips her
in a bear hug and throws her to the ground.

It’s a painful, compelling scene, all the
more so because Esther never recovers the
adult will whose loss she suffers at this mo-
ment. Advised and abetted by a company
doctor, All concludes too quickly she must
be committed to the state mental hospital.
She doesn’t resist and spends many months
incarcerated among the catatonic and bi-
zarre. In the meantime All is free to pursue
his affair with Serena, the obliging widow. At
last Esther’s dutiful second son insists that All
retrieve Esther from the hospital. She seems
neither better nor worse for her stay there.
She can groom and dress herself and assist in
the domestic duties of their home. But her
initiative is gone. Emotionally, she is a child
who needs protective supervision.

The novel ends with the dedication of the
dam. Alf and Esther are there with most of
their children and Serena. Serena sings the
national anthem before the crowd while Es-
ther quietly wilts from the excessive heat. Alf
takes the suffering Esther home while Serena
finds another way. This is symbolic. His
marriage with Esther will endure, and Serena
will go her separate way. The epic endeavor
of building the dam is over, and for All life
has narrowed from its once heroic scope. A
grand moment in the history of human tech-
nology has defined their marriage. The ulti-
mate character of their union is this: Esther is
an adult child and Alf is her caretaker.

The final paragraph of the novel consists
of Esther’s unconscious thoughts likening
herself to the waters of the now dammed
river. "If they put me in a cup, I’ll evaporate.
If they hold me in their hands, I’ll slip
through their fingers’. It is cool and dark here
with my river. Smooth over fiat rocks. Fin-
gers of water splitting into channels, finding
new paths. There’s always a way through"
(281). There are many passages in the novel
linking Esther’s health, hope, and courage to
the formerly free-flowing waters of the Colo-
rado. As the waters are ultimately dammed,

so Estherg vitahty 1s thwarted and turned
back on itself.

One cannot refrain from associating All
and Esther with humanity at large. All is at
one with the dam builders. As I say, he repre-
sents the human will to dominate nature.
Barber grants the dam builders their heroic
premise. She empathizes with them and notes
their mystical purpose. Yet she finally judges
them to be deficient. Esther is the sign of their
deficiency. She is the sign of a humanity in
whom pnmal intuition has become impotent.

At the novel’s beginning Barber has prefixed a
quotation from Lao Tzu:

How can a man’s life keep its
course

If he will not let it flow?
Those who flow as life flows know
They need no other force...

Such words anticipate a diagnosis of
Esther’s illness. They tell us, too, that in
Barber’s wise estimation, human contrivance
has dammed the flow of humanity’s own
health, hope, and courage.             ~

WARREN REMEMBERS THE CHICKEN COOP

After thirty years, the dry-dank musty stench
Of feathers rotting, layered in acnd dung,
Fades

To soft nostalgic folds. The coop (once bedroom
In the house where Warrenb mother first saw life)
Squats

Again beneath a scorching August sun.
Inside that stifling womb, Rhode Island Reds
Laid

Clutches in straw-strewn pine-frame boxes. Some sat
Amid the stench to harvest chicks. Others
Caught

The mote-thick air with stubby wings and, squawking,
Flapped from lime-caked perches on the wall and
Made

Their gooney-landings in the dust each time
He squeaked the ragged screendoor open. There they
Fought

To peck at him--it seemed--as if he were
The morsel of the day for beaks that should have
Played

For worms in dusty outdoor yards. But here
Enclosed, they fed and bred and laid their eggs and
Sought

Small, mindless battles in the dark. Their lives
Became miasmal ghosts of smell that should have
Stayed

Embedded in dim, fly-specked shreds of paper--
Exhalations surfacing like fungal
Rot;

But after thirty years, the musty stench
Of feathers molding, layered in acrid dung,
Fades.

--MICHAEL R. COLLINGS
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AN AMBITIOUS ATTEMPT
Utah Art

By Vern Swanson, Robert Olpin, and William Seifrit
Peregrine Smith Books, 1991, $49.95, xii + 252 pages

112 color, 41 black and white illustrations

Reviewed by Linda Jones Gibbs

THE PUBLICATION OF Utah Art is the
much-awaited magnum opus of the state’s
visual art history Its ancestry includes two
shorter surveys of Utah art (Alice Mernll
Horne’s Devotees and Their Shrines, 1914, and
James HaseltIne’s 100 Years of Utah Painting,
1965), a pocket size dictionary of Utah art,
and a handful of exhibition catalogues that
have treated specific eras and individual art-
IStS. This volume with its lengthy texts and
plentiful, sumptuous color plates bnngs a
new level of completeness to the topic Utah
Art is an ambitious attempt to cover all the
artists who have ever pracnced In the state
and to provide a history of the development
of the university art departments, various art
centers and museums, and even the gallery
scene.

Utah Art begins with an introduction by
William H. Gerdts, professor of art history at
The City University of New York Gerdts is
not only a highly respected art historian, but
the foremost authority on regional American
art. His contribution attempts to place the
development of Utah art within a nanonal
framework and raises some interesnng ques-
tions concerning Utah’s neglect of certain
American visual traditions. Gerdts’s praise for
the book provides that requisite sancnon by
an outsider (a New Yorker, no less) that Utah

LINDA JONES GIBBS ts a doctoral student in
art history at The C~ty Umverstty of New York
and is curatmg an exhibition of American art for
the forthcoming Brigham Young University
Museum of Fine Arts.

always seems to hunger for. Following his
own bnef encapsulation of Utah art h~story,
Gerdts posits that ~f there is, indeed, a dis-
tinctive quality about Utah art it is an opti-
mtstic outlook toward humankind and
nature that is intertwined with Mormomsm’s
belief in inherent human goodness and a
desire to better oneself and the enwronment.
It ~s a provocative obsel-vatIon and one which
is overlooked within the major texts.

Following Gerdts’s essay is a detailed
chronology of key events in the development
of Utah art, a most helpful outline for one
wishing to quickly grasp the highlights of the
book. This is followed by three maj or chap-
ters, also chronologically organized. In the
first chapter entitled "From Pioneer Painters
to Impressionism," we are given a decade by
decade account from 1847 through the
1890s of arnstIc activities in the state. The
author, independent scholar William Selfnt,
based his research largely upon newspaper
articles dealing vctth art which he painstak-
ingly s~phoned out of every Utah publicanon
of the nineteenth century. His efforts have
turned up a wealth of heretofore unpub-
hshed anecdotes and descriptions of now lost
or unlocated works of art. SeifrIt’s unearthing
of this cache of information is admirable and
contnbutes much new material regarding the
early phases of Utah art history, particularly
in the reconstruction of individual artists’
careers.

Seffnt’s writing is highly informative and
overflows w~th factual detail. His account, for
example, of George Ottlnger’s attempts to get
a painting exhibited at the Centennial Exhi-

bitlon makes an interesting pmnt about the
efforts of these ~solated artists to gain main-
stream acceptance. Only on rare occasion
does the author’s text err as in the case of
pioneer artist William Major. Seifrit tells us
that "legend has it that he [Major] painted
Utah landscapes" (14). Two such paintings of
Fillmore and Parowan very much exist in the
collection of the LDS Museum of Church
History and Art It is primarily around the
plethora of press excerpts that Seifrit weaves
his text. While not a surprising approach
given his tremendous devotion to the task of
extracting the matenal, it does place unnec-
essary hmltations upon a complex and fasci-
nating portion of Utah art history. Many of
the newspaper quotanons refer to unlocated
works which then cannot be discussed.
Thus, there ~s only an occasional connection
between text and Imagery, a frustrating situ-
anon that occurs throughout the book. Other
located works are discussed, but not illus-
trated When we are told, for example, that
pioneer artist’s Sarah Ann Burbage Long’s
Brigham Young and His Friends is a "must see,"
why are we then not shown iO

It seems as if there is an aversion through-
out the book to including any imagery that
ties Utah art to the Mormon experience. (The
two were undeniably connected in the nine-
teenth century.) Some of the most dynamic
art produced in pioneer Utah, for example,
was C. C A. Chnstensen’s panorama which
is only mentioned in passing. Intended as ~t
is for a national market, Utah Art deprives the
out-of-state reader of seeing some of the
state’s most evocative imagery. Other Latter-
day Saint related art is mentioned such as the
sculpted oxen for the baptismal font in the
St George Temple. But this project is cur>
ously lumped together w~th a decorative ad-
vernsement in a barber shop and a Utah
landscape by Albert Bierstadt under the
phrase "unusual incidents of the decade."

There is no formal analysis of art work.
Even when we are told by the chapter title
that the first section concludes with impres-
sionism, no mention of that French-denved
influence appears. Instead of concluding the
era with a celebration of what many consider
a high point in Utah art history, when James
Taylor Harwood and the art missionaries re-
turned from Paris and enlivened the state
with their renewed teaching and artistic
skills, we are instead told of artistic and eco-
nomic decline among the early pioneer art-
ists. This exciting period ends with a
whimper instead of a bang.

The second chapter is by Robert S. Olp~n,
dean of the College of Fine Arts at the Uni-
versity of Utah. Enntled "Tradttion and The
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Lure of the Modem," this section picks up
the story of Utah art at the turn of the century.
We are ~ntroduced to the premier sculptors
Cyrus Dallin, the Borglum bothers, and
Mahonri Young who were the first nanve
Utah artists to achteve national fame. Olpln
then backtracks to continue the saga of the
French-trained artists of the late nineteenth
century and &scusses the formgn ~nfluences
they brought back to Utah. As Selfnt before
him, Olp~n does an admirable job of moving
us along the careers of many artists, and both
authors succeed in showing the overlaps and
influences that resulted among generations
of artists.

A self-proclaimed b~ographer enamored
with the stones of peoples’ lives, Olpin’s text
reads much like his comprehensive Dictmn-
ary of Utah Art. He devotes a sizeable pornon
of his wrinng touting the strength of Utah’s
women artists and also provides ~nformation
on such little known Utah arts institutions as
"A Modern School of Illustration." He is per-
haps most ~nteresttng when he interfaces h~s-
toncal context with Utah’s artistic
development. Yet again, the absence of text-
related imagery ~s sorely missed. For in-
stance, in his treatment of "Great Art in the
Great Depression," an example of a WPA
mural would have made a slgmficant addi-
tion. Of parucular interest is Olpin’s recount-
ing of the battle ~n Utah between tra&uonal
and modem art lmphed by the chapter’s title.
Set agmnst in-state artisuc/generatlonal gaps
and ~nterwar isolatiomst politics in America,
Olpin lays the beglnmngs of th~s struggle
between the old and the new that is p~cked
up again in the third chapter. Fascinating
rea&ng for anyone involved in Utah art
today, it offers historical perspective of a con-
flict still very much being waged.

Veto G. Swanson, director of the Spring-
ville Art Museum, authored the third chapter
enutled "The Contemporary Scene." This
chapter forcibly takes on the formidable task
of charting new territory from 1950 to the
present. As elsewhere in the book, however,
artist’s names are thrown at the reader too fast
to be absorbed, and the result is tedious
rea&ng that might better have been served in
an encyclopedic format. When Swanson as-
serts that "Utah art at the beginning of the
decade [1960s] might be characterized as
derivative rather than unique" (194), one
can’t help but wonder after reading the book
when this wasn’t the case. However,
Swanson’s treatment of artists’ styles within
national and tnternational trends and his
fluid discussion of the internal art scene as it
was continually effected by the influx of out-
of-state artists is sophisucated and ~nspired

writing, rising above the anthological bits
and pieces of biography and incidental de-
tails that permeate the book His account of
the Art and Belief group that arose among the
faculty at BYU in the m~d-1960s is a compel-
hng, albeit brief, history of th~s unique phase
in Utah art when a concerted effort was made
to merge art w~th religious ~deology. Under
the auspices of Dale Fletcher, graduate stu-
dents Trevor Southy, Denms Smith, Gary E.
Smith, and others formulated much of the
foundations for their art today.

Publisher Gibbs M. Smith acknowledges
that the book was tntended for a "broad
audience, not a specialized scholarly
audience" (Salt Lake Trzbune, 13 October
1991, E6). This does not excuse the fact,
however, that no footnotes appear in any of
the three chapters which are replete with
quotauons The flashy eye-catchtng cover
and coffee table format certainly suggest
more a commercial than academic venture.
This alone cannot be faulted, but one won-
ders about the ranonale for the choice of the
cover ~mage. While it would indeed be a
&fficult task to choose one representanve
image of Utah art, I quesuon the use of a
fauve-insp~red work of the 1930s by a httle-
known artist, even by Utah standards, exe-
cuted in a retardaire style that had m~nor
impact in the state Vern Swanson acknowl-
edges within the text itself that the cover
arnst, Phlllip Barkdull, made h~s greatest
contnbution to Utah art as a teacher of de-
sign. The image is set wtthin a jazzy hot
red-pink border which conjures up a mood
quite unhke the one thts former resident of
Utah calls to mtnd when reflecting about the
state. It is as if a brass band had been brought
out when a symphony might have had a
more penetranng effect.

The color plates vc~th~n the book are of a
superb quahty as are the black and white
photographs which include wonderful im-
ages of the artists themselves. However, the

selecnon of art works reproduced in full
color is at times disappmntlng. Utah Art is
really two books strugghng to become one--
a history of Utah art and a showcase for the
Springville Museum in an attempt to estab-
lish it as having the premier collecuon of
Utah art At the end of the pubhcation is a
comprehensive hst of all nanve, emigrant,
and itinerant arnsts who ever worked in Utah
followed by a catalogue of the Springville
Museum’s collecuon. No secret that the book
was largely subs~dtzed by fun&ng raised by
the Springvllle Museum, ~ts pubhcation ~s ~n
celebration of that insutution’s mghty-eighth
anmversary This halson weakens the end
product and prevents the book from bang
the defimtlve visual statement on Utah art.
Of the 112 color plates, 92 are of palnnngs
from the Spnngville Museum’s hol&ngs.
While Spnngville does boast an extremely
fine collecuon, there are numerous examples
in the book where a second-rate pmnting
from thmr collecuon has been used. There
are, for example, sigmficantly superior paint-
ings in other collecuons by C. C. A.
Christensen, Lorus Pratt, James T. Harwood,
Maynard D~xon, and M~nerva Telchert, to
name a few.

Utah Art ~s a chmacuc culmination of the
previously published taxonomic accounts on
the subject by Horne and Haselune with its
sornng of names, decades, styles, etc. There
is much more to be done on the subject than
this Vasanan approach ~n which Utah art is
seen as the sum of individual contnbutions.
Such an archeolog~cal documentary method-
ology treats art as an object w~th only a
tangential relauonship to personality and
historical context. "Readable" and "scholarly"
need not always be at odds nor mutually
exclusive. Through deeper probing of the
images themselves, the potency of Utah art
and the culture from which it emerged and
continues to emerge can certainly be en-
larged.                               ~

A Weekend Workshop with Jai Lakshman and

l  Dass
e City: April 4-5, 1992

S ritual Perspectives and
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Highland High School, 2t66 $. t700 East, SIC, UT $t06 ($12S after March t4)
For inf~ write Hammtan ~on, P.O. Box $26222, Salt lake City, UT 84152, or call June 801-583-8012 or Susan 801.582-7306
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MUSIC AND THE BROKEN WORD:
SONGS FOR ALTERNATE VOICES

By Paul Toscano and Cal Grondahl
Signature Books, 1991, $8.95,88 pages

Reviewed by Russel Hirst

ALL RIGHT, it’s best to say it up front:
Paul Toscano and Cal Grondahl have written
and illustrated a book that satirizes a broad
spectrum of Mormon traits, popular beliefs,
personae, and practices, and they have used
as their vehicle the framework of hymns we
all know and love. The book contains forty-
three "broken" hymns~Toscano stanzas
meant to be sung to the tunes of vinous
traditional Protestant, Catholic, and Mormon
hymns-~each one accompanied by a full-
page Grondahl cartoon inspired by the lyrics.
Brothers and sisters, is this book irreverent?
Insulting? Outrageous?

Yes. That’s why it’s the sort of thing that
will force some people out of the closet. Sure,
you start by sneaking into one, with a small
flashlight, to chortle at the scandalously
funny cartoons. But shortly, as you begin to
read the lyrics, you feel compelled to men-
tally test their meter against the indicated
traditional hymns. This escalates to silent
lip-synching as you discover, simultaneously
with the satisfacnon of their metrical
correspondence, the mind-boggling counter-
point between the Mormon foibles lowngly
satirized in the Toscano lyrics and the mes-
sages of the original sacred hymns. Even ~f
your mind is not easily boggled, your funny
bone is distinctly tickled, and the silent s~ng-
ing leaps to vocalization and loud gigghng.
Suddenly the closet door flings open, and

RUSSEL HIRST is asststant professor of rhetoric
at The University of Tennessee, Knoxville.

your spouse stands in a blinding rectangle of
light, hands on hips. You can’t hide the flash-
light or book In time. There are only two
things you can do: (1) pull him/her into the
closet and turn off the flashlight, or (2) come
out of the closet. That’s why the book forces
some people out of the closet. Personally, I
stayed in it for a while, until my wife and I
were both gigghng.

So what’s all the gigghng about? I mean,
in terms of the book? There’s no simple an-
swer; people laugh for many reasons. But the
measure of humor in good satire is the degree
to which it provides the painful but ulti-
mately healing service of bringing us face to
face with our own folly. And for Mormons,
the domain of "our own" is broad: it em-
braces Church policies, programs, leaders,
dissenters, social acnv-tty, art, architecture,
and cultural mythologies. It includes not
only our doctrines but our chronic reacuons
to those doctrines. It ~ncludes our common
experience, our emotions and attitudes, our
sins. Toscano’s hymns saurize this ennre
range, not sparing leader or follower, male or
female, young or old, ~ns~der or outsider,
scholar or rube, conservative or liberal.

That’s right, not even hberal Mormons
escape the whip. The broken words break
upon their backsides, too, in hymns such as
"Each Carping Saint" (sung to "Each Cooing
Dove," page 7), "God Speed the Left" ("God
Speed the Poght," 21), "Liberal Saints Love
Toleration" ("They, the Bmlders of the Na-
tion," 39), and one of my favorites, "Sweet
Are My Doubts" ("Sweet is the Work," 65):

Sweet are my doubts, my God, my
King.

I love to question everything.
I challenge thee by morning light
And fondle all my qualms by night.

Sweet is the pain I’ve come to know.
So long as I can let it show.
For all my griefs I give thee thanks
And for my existential angst.

My heart shall triumph in my doubt.
I only pray I won’t find out
The truth of all that thou hast said
(That is, at least, until I’m dead).

I thought that the man in the accompanying
cartoon looked disturbingly like mema sure
sign that the identification medicine was
working. But I want the authors to know that
I repented some years ago: now I’m ready to
believe almost anything.

Here’s a sample stanza of the lyrics di-
rected at the other side of the street, from
"Behold, Our Great Statistics" ("Behold, A
Royal Army," 251):

Behold! Our great statistics!
What do we have to fear?
We’re clearly in much better shape
Than we were just last year.
Just look at all our converts
Who’ve joined the growing throng.
We’ve baptized O so many.
Our methods can’t be wrong.
Counting sheep, counting sheep,
We look so good statistically.
Counting sheep, counnng sheep,
It’s nothing to condemn.
Counting sheep is so much easier
Than feeding all of them.

The song goes on to "celebrate" the material
wealth and political power of the Church,
while pointing up its slowness to spiritually
feed its members, spintually worship God, or
spiritually convert the world, the real mis-
sion of the Royal. Army. Again, the counter-
point with the original hymn adds power to
the broken word.

The most frequent theme in Toscano’s lyr-
ICS, however, is the Mormon problem w~th
self-admiration and overemphasis on salva-
tion by works. These are the songs that most
clearly reveal his personal and theological
beef with those who, in all kinds of self-de-
cepnve ways, exalt themselves and marginal-
ize Jesus Christ. Witness the song, sung to
"All Creatures of Our God and K~ng," that
choruses, "We are special! O praise us! We
are special!" What reader does not immedi-
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ately feel the explosively jarring contrast to
the Assisl lyrics, "Hallelujah! O Praise HIM!"?

Here, friends, we have the summum bonum
of the whole matter and the evidence that
counselor Toscano’s monve ts not to "tear
down the Church" or mock sacred th~ngs or
any other such nonsense. If Music and the
Broken Word seeks to break down anything, it
seeks to break down our own pride, greed,
pru&shness, chauwmsm, insensitivity, and
foolishness, so that we may better kneel down
to the One glorified tn all those wonderful
hymns we grew up singing. I was surpnsed
when someone menuoned to me her offense
that Toscano had "made light of sacred th~ngs"
and realized that she referred to the original
hymns themselves Nothing could be further
from the truth; Toscano does not satinze the
sacred hymns, but through the broken hymns
he holds up a mirror to our own deviance
from the faith, humtlity, charity, sacrifice, and
stngle-m~nded devouon to God enjoined
upon us by the originals. The metaphor of
"mustc and the broken word," an obvious
play on the Mormon radio and TV broadcast
"Music and the Spoken Word," turns out to
hold a far more profound meamng than first
strikes the ear, especially when one begins to
consider all the scriptural instances and
meamngs and purposes of breaking.

Toscano’s effort is not without precedent
in Christendom. In nineteenth-century
America, for example, popular "dissenters"
from the rehgion of the seminary-bred Cal-
~nisnc clergy produced a great deal of ant>
clerical and ant>Calvinist verse and song.
There was a great upwelhng of popular dis-
dain for status-quo Protestantism that came
along with a general opposition to the privi-leged, universw-educated’ gentnfied

classes. H~stonans such as Nathan Hatch in-
clude Mormons along with Methodists, Bap-
tists, D~sciples of Christ, and others among
those whose rhetoric of dissent found very
effecuve expression ~n satirical verse, verse
often sung to hymns and popular tunes.1
Th~s verse lampooned Calvinistic doctnnes
such as absolute predesnnauon ("There Is a
Reprobation Plan") and especially the foibles,
hypocrisies, and abuses of those in charge of
the Church estabhshment ("Priest-Craft Float
Away, .... The Modern Priest," etc.). Let me
quote you a few selected stanzas of one of my
favorites, "Bigotry Reported":

A horrid th~ng pervades the land,
The priests and prophets tn a band,
(Called by the name of preachers,)
Direct the superstitious mind,
What man shall do his God to find,
He must obey h~s teachers

Thmr proselytes around them watt,
To hear them preach, and pray, and

prate,
And tell their growing numbers;
They love to hear their preachers tell,
The adverse sects will go to hell,
All laid tn gmlt and slumbers.

They are &rected to obey,
And never treat another way,
All others are decmvers;
All those who do &ssent from this,
Are not within the road to bliss,
Nor can be true believers.

Let Christians now umte and say,
We’ll throw all human rules away,
And take God’s word to rule us;
King Jesus shall our leader be,
And ~n his name we will agree,
The priests no more shall fool us.2

Of course, the orthodox clergy somenmes
shot back with verse of thmr own

Ten thousand Reformers like so many
moles

Have plowed all the Bible and cut ~t
[in] holes

And each has his church at the end of
hts trace

Built up as he th~nks of the subjects of
grace.3

Great stuff, eh? Dare we hope that the
orthodox Church Correlation Department
will respond to Music and the Broken Word
with a volume of verse and cartoons of ItS
own? It would undoubtedly be a best seller!
In the meanume, however, pick up a copy of
Paul’s and Cal’s book and belt out a few
songs, whether your voice is alternate or not.
If we all do it together, some interesting
things might happen. They &d last time. v.~

NOTES
1 Nathan Hatch The Democratization of American Chns-

t~amty (New Haven, CT Yale University Press, 1989) 227-43
2 Hatch, 242-43
3 Hatch, 81

AFTER THIRTY YEARS AS WARD ORGANIST

Itg still a love affair. Warm sounds wq’ap me
Velvetly. Strident chords shatter soul-ice
Scaffolding a rigid spinal barrier...
A touch of music--tentative--suffices to restore.

Power flows from thee to me,
From me to thee--reciprocality ignites
Flesh, chills turgid blood, and
Smoothes like graceful oils on blistered skin.

Power flows. Thou art power; I am power.
Synergy demands power squared,
And, trembling, when I desert my place
I leave behind the better part of me.

A wrenching now three decades long enduring--
Split, torn.., hating fumbling fingers,
Clumsy feet.., but drawn obsessive, willing,
To the keys--still a love affair.

--MICHAEL R. COLLINGS
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